Abstract-In this paper, we designed a knowledge supporting software system in which sentences and keywords are extracted from large scale document database. This system consists of semantic representation scheme for natural language processing of the document database. Documents originally in a form of PDF are broken into triple-store data after pre-processing. The semantic representation is a hyper-graph which consists of collections of binary relations of 'triples'. According to a certain rule based on user's interests, the system identify sentences and words of interests. The relationship of those extracted sentences is visualized in the form of network graph. A user can introduce new rules to extract additional Knowledge from the Database or paper. For practical example, we choose a set of research papers related IoT for the case study purpose. Applying several rules concerning authors' indicated keywords as well as the system's specified discourse words, significant knowledge are extracted from the papers.
I. INTRODUCTION
NOWLEDGE extraction can be defined as the creation of information from structured or unstructured data. The general purpose of Knowledge discovery is to "extract implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data" [1] . Due to continuous growth of electronic articles or documents, automated knowledge extraction techniques become more and more important. The extraction of useful information from unstructured or semistructured articles is attracting attention [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Knowledge mining can be characterized as concerned with developing and integrating a wide range of data analysis methods that are able to derive directly or incrementally new knowledge from large or small volumes of data from structured or unstructured sources using relevant prior knowledge [2] . Text mining tools in this context have the capability to analyze large or small quantities of natural language text and detect lexical and linguistic usage patterns [8] . The extracted information also should be machine understandable as well as human understandable in terms of open-data perspective. K This paper proposes a new method for Knowledge extraction or mining based on the integration of Semantics Technology (ST), Natural language processing (NLP) and Information extraction (IE). ST and NLP are significant topics in recent years. Knowledge extraction works in iterative manner, starting with a small set of rules which are tested on the available corpora or dataset and extended until the desired recall value is reached. The process of extracting knowledge is guided by certain rules inputting to the system which will define the knowledge according to the interests of a particular user. Semantic technology is based on RDF model. NLP concerns with the correction of the sentences and text which is obtained after IE phase. In this paper, we explore the benefit and application that can be achieved by the integration of these three areas for knowledge mining.
As we assume, one of the application of this system would be foresight scenario building based on the results where experts are working on writing or discussing technology trend of a certain field of research. Those experts are not necessary knowledgeable about technical issue written in a research paper, so that extracting fragments of knowledge and facts should be provided to the user compactly and easily in a limited time period.
In section 2, we give an introduction and background to Text mining as well as Technology forecasting. In section 3, introduce our model that we have used for knowledge extraction or mining. Details of the application of our system are introduced in section 4. Then in section 5 we examine the result acquired by the proposed model. Related works is presented in section 6. Conclusion and future works are introduced in section 7.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Text Mining
Research in text mining has been carried out since the mid-80s when the Prof Don Swanson, realized that, by combining information slice or fragments from seemingly unrelated medical articles, it was possible to deduce new hypotheses [13] . "Text mining" is used to describe the application of data mining techniques to automated discovery of useful or interesting knowledge from unstructured text such as email, text documents etc. [9] . Several techniques have been proposed for text mining including association mining [10 and 11] , decision tree [12] , Machine learning, conceptual structure and rule induction methods. In addition, Information extraction and Natural language processing are the fundamental methods for Text Mining [23] .
In Information extraction, natural language texts are mapped into predefine, structured representation, or templates, which, when it is filled, represent an extract of key information from the original text [15] . So the IE task is defined by its input and output. The work of [16] and [17] present text mining using IE. [24] presented an approach for knowledge extraction using Text Mining technique. They have presented two example of information that can be extracted from text collections-probabilistic association of keywords and prototypical document instances. They have given the importance of the Natural language processing tools for such knowledge extraction. So his was the base for our method.
Alani and his team [25] have provided an updated for Artequakt System. This system uses Natural Language processing tools to automatically extract knowledge about artists from documents using predefined ontology. Steps for knowledge extraction are as follows: Document Retrieval, Entity Recognition and Extraction procedure. In knowledge extraction procedure, consists of Syntactical analysis, Semantic Analysis and Relation extraction. They have produced acceptable results.
Peter Clark and Phil Harrison [26] worked on knowledge extraction by making database of "tuples" and thus capturing the simple word knowledge. And then using it in improving parsing and the plausibility assessment of paraphrase rules used in textual entailment.
Parikh [27] proposed an approach to learn a semantic parser for extracting nested event structures with or without annotated text. The idea behind this method is to model the annotations as latent variables and incorporate prior that matched with Semantics parses of the events.
B. Technology Forecasting and foresight:
Technology forecasting is used widely by the private sector and by governments for applications ranging from predicting product development or a competitor's technical capabilities to the creation of scenarios for predicting the impact of future technologies [19] . It is "the prediction of the invention, timing, characteristic, performance, technique or process serving some useful purpose". Detailed account of achievements and failures of the technology forecasting over the four decades is given by Cuhls [19] . Johnston [20] proposed five stages in the chronology of foresight, technology forecasting and futurism leading to technology foresight, which can be used for wide understanding of the economic and social processes that shape technology. Foresight can be referred as systematic process of reflection and vision building on the future among a group of stakeholders. Foresight is nowadays referred as an element in a continuous policy learning process that is contributing to a more effective mode of policy making [21] . In a European research group, foresight is described as "...a systematic, participatory, future intelligence-gathering and medium-term vision-building process aimed at present-day decisions and mobilizing joint actions" [22] .
III. RELATED WORKS
Their have been many research in the field of literature mining or extracting knowledge from research documents. But most of them are related to Biomedical or medicinal field. Our approach was related to the field of Technologies. QasemiZadeh [33] have presented an approach for structure mining from Scientific or research papers. He has only processed using Language processing, but we have combined three main fields to extract knowledge. Cimiano et. al. [34] gave a survey of current methods in ontology constructions and also discussed relation between ontology and Natural language processing.
Mima et. al. [35] gave a method for knowledge management using ontology-based similarity calculation. We have also used ontology for extracting knowledge but apart from ontology we have also given emphasis on Natural language processing and a bit of Information extraction (early stage). Mima have also not presented any information regarding evaluation of the system. Hahm et. al. [36] presented an approach for knowledge extraction from web data. Triple store was produced using web data. But in our method we have given more emphasis on research document and producing triple with it and then ontologies is applied on the produced triple datasets of line and sentences.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Proposed system uses combination of semantics of sentences and natural language processing technique over the sentences. It also provides visualization of the result. We do not expect fully machine processing results from the system. In a sense that after some processing by inference rule and getting sentences which might be significant, user creativity is required to understand what is written in the document. In this sense, our method is hybrid with software processing and expert knowledge in the area. The following Fig.1 describes the proposed model of our system. 
1) Extracting information from PDF file to Text file:
We made a dataset of IOT research papers. We had about 69 research papers dataset. We used some paper out of those papers. The paper were in pdf format. So to work on them we have to extract information from the pdf files. So to extract information we used Python Library "PDFMiner" [29] .
2) Pre-processing of data:
After extracting information from pdf file into text file pre-processing was done. The extracted documents had problems, as extracted information was on a single line. So to work on them the modification of the extracted information is required. So the modification includes removing the noise (image), make proper alignment of the sentences, checking the extracted data.
So we removed the noise which is caused by extracting the image from the pdf file. As image will contains least information in the form of text so we ignored the text extracted by image. We align each sentence on the separate line and also checked the percent of the extracted data. Most of the file had some errors so we corrected it manually.
3) Extracting the Keywords:
As this system will be extracting the important knowledge from the research papers, rules should be created according to the important Keywords. So, the easiest way was to extract the Keywords from the research papers.
We worked on the research paper with the standard structure such as Title, Abstract, Keywords then Main text. So the extraction of Keywords from the research paper takes places only for specific structure. So we automated the process of extracting the Keyword using python's regular expression. After getting keywords the frequency of the extracted words is obtained. Because those frequent words will be used by the inference rule to create new rules for extracting useful sentences from documents.
4) Extraction using Discourse words:
Discourse words are the words which give "important message" that helps us to understand or comprehend a text. This discourse words ranges from Numbering words to Adding words, linking words to Contrasting words (however) etc. These words are used everywhere from articles to research papers. So we emphasis on these words to represent knowledge or message from the research articles. We went through 5-6 paper to get the list of the discourse words. Those words were used in making new rules for the extraction of the message from the articles. Then after creating the rules for those 5-6 papers we then used those words to create the rules for other research documents to check, if these words can be generalized.
5) Building a simple Triple-store:
Till now we were doing the pre-processing of the data and collecting words for making new rules. In this section we will discuss about the schema to analyze the sentence and word data. We focused on two triple-stores that is, sentence and words separately.
There are many semantics toolkit available. We have referred Python code [28] . We choose this programming language because of its simplicity and flexibility towards various toolkits in the field of semantics and Artificial intelligence.
So from the above toolkit we have produced a dataset of sentences and words. In fact, this dataset is of three type formats that is why single data it is known as "triple". The three type formats are Subject, Predicate and Object.
We have maintained two triple-stores. The format of both the Triple-Store is shown below. Fig.2 shows a triple syntax called an RDF graph. RDF, an abbreviation for "Resource Description Framework," is a concept adopted in defining knowledge structure. Knowledge fragments are given in a syntax consisting of three elements: the subject, the predicate, and the object.
Let's consider the triple store for words for the above example, the subject is "DiSjWk", Predicate is "Has" and Object is "Management". So the subject DiSjWk stands for i th Document, j th Sentence and k th word. We have chosen the predicate to be "Has". The Object will be the extracted word from the paper.
For the sentences triple-Store, We have subject "DiSj", Predicate "Has" and Object will be the Sentence extracted from the document. Subject Di stands for ith Document and Sj stands for jth sentence. This Triple-Store will be base for our Experiments.
So this triple-Store will be used for extracting the knowledge or useful terms from the documents. For extracting the so called "knowledge", we will use Inference rule, which is introduced in next step.
6) Inference Rule:
Inference is the process of deriving new information from the information you already have [28] . So the "information" and which rule to apply to extract the information will vary depending on the context. As we have explained the structure of the Knowledge fragments that are given in a three elements structure. So to describe ontologies, logical expression is configured. So the process to configure the logical expression uses a syntax called predicate. Ontologies are written in OWL. Ontology is defined as the explicit and abstract model representation of already defined finite sets of terms and concepts, involved in knowledge management, knowledge engineering, and intelligent information integration [30] . In simple word, ontology is the collection and classification of terms to recognize their semantic relevance. OWL stands for Web Ontology Writing Language; its standardization has been conducted by W3C. To describe a knowledge structure in a predicate logic, a set of elements that meet a certain condition is constructed, such as "If A, then B". After construction, the resulting set is Fundamental to knowledge processing in the semantic data processing. Knowledge processing based on the predicate logic takes the form of generating answers from the collection of the knowledge fragments, such as "If A is true, then B is satisfied" and "If B, then C," to queries such as "Is Z true, if A holds?". This process is referred to as the reasoning mechanism.
The basic pattern of inference is simply to query the information relevant to the rule and then apply the transformation that turns these bindings into a simple triple data added to the main Triple-Store, with appropriate Subject, predicate and Objects. After getting this new triple data, we use this information to process the knowledge from whole tripe-store, so Fig.3 gives the insight of our Triple data sets.
Fig.3 Triple Data Example
We have data sets with line and word Triple store. The knowledge processing or extraction of line data set uses the words triple store. We use the rule on word triple store, added the new triple data using inference rule and then we extract the knowledge from the line data sets. The steps are shown in the Fig.4 below. Fig.4 Pipeline of the Inference System 7) Visualization: So, using the above process we extracted the useful and meaningful line from whole documents. Then we emphasized on visualization of the extracted knowledge. For visualization, we created new triple dataset to make a relationship between words and line. This dataset will show which word is in which line. Subject will be word, Predicate will be "Has" and Object will be sentences. So using this we got a third triple store that will consist of words and sentences together. So we will use this RDF file for visualization of the knowledge. We used GraphViz graph drawing package [31] . This library has support extrinsic data in its graph drawing algorithm. It offers one of the best solution for drawing directed cyclic graphs which is state-of-the-art in graph drawing. GraphViz application neato [32] is a straightforward method for rapidly visualizing undirected graphs. The graphs are generated by using:
neato-Teps un"ire"te".gv > un"ire"te".eps ,
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Where undirected.gv is a file that contains the code of the graph, -Teps specifies an Encapsulated Postscript output format. So using the above given library we visualized our knowledge.
V. APPLICATION
Natural language processing (NLP) is one of main field of artificial intelligence study. Extraction of meaningful information from vast amount of document database is an example of the features that NLP possibly contribute well in performing scenario building practices.
On the other hand, Science and Technology Foresight (STF) is an activity to identify important research areas or directions as well as to search key features and driving forces for those researches. For STF, there are numerous papers and books on methodologies. The scenario development is one of main measures for such futureoriented work. However, even in scenario development alone, there is wide range of possible practices depending on purpose of outcome, participant's knowledge etc.
For the scenario building method in STF, the creativity of those who participating the workshop is the most important. Usually such an activity is held in limited time scale. In order to stimulate the creativity of participant in short period of times at scenario building workshop, for example, quick identification of important sentences of the area of interests from large number of research papers is quite helpful. At the same time results of extractions could be provided with visual imaging with of data processing and graphic visualization software. With the help of such a system, human experts may exercise more efficiently during scenario building workshop.
In this context, we have designed an artificial intelligence support for the scenario building activities in this paper. We applied semantic information about structure of sentences in research papers and support human user quick visualization of extracting of sentences and key words for the purpose. By using algorithm or method, we have achieved two aspects to a certain extent. Scenario writing is one of the example of such system could support efficiently. In the process, firstly some key driver is necessary. We may use current algorithm to get meaningful sentences that may help understanding scenario drivers. Then our algorithm also could produce different sentences with slightly different angle of interests.
The extracted sentences and words might help the scenario writer to write down case scenario.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
This section show the example of using Hybrid method. We have a dataset of 69 research papers which we developed using varius sources. This dataset consist of paper which was pubished in IEEE journals and conferences. For results we have given emphasis on two methods, that are:  Extracting the knowledge using Keywords from the paper.  Extracting the knowledge using discourse Keywords.
As the dataset consist of the research paper which were in PDF format. So the first step is to extract the information from the PDF document so that it would be easier to work on them. PDFminner was used for this process.Then the prepocessing of the Information takes place. In prerocessing the unwanted extracted information was removed. While using PDFminner, the images in the document was extracted but contains many noise or unwanted characters. So preprocessing emphasis on removing the unwanted characters and also aligning the line using python. Then after the preprocessing we give importance on extarcting the keyword from all the documents and then we can choose the most frequent words from the document. These words were used directly from the word mentioned in the keywords section. As the keyword section consists of the words which are important acording to the context. So all this processing and counting of the word is done automatically using python. The Table1 shown below consists of frequent term in all the 69 documents: After this the formation of tripe-store takes place. The dataset consists of 69 documents, with about 21K lines and 300K words before filtering. After filtering we got about 200K words and 21K lines. So two triple-store are created one for lines and one for words. Subject is choosen such that it have some relationship between two triple-store. After the making of triple-store and all process now the important step is to extract the knowledge using INFERENCE rule. This consist of the SPARQL type query. So the user makes important rule ,through this rule the knowledge is extracted. The main step in this method is INFERENCE rule. This rule can be created by user according to their preference. So this rule will help to extract the knowledge from the Huge database rather then reading all the documents. To ease the understanding we also given importance to visualise the knowledge.
The above method was related to our first method that we mentioned in the start of this section.
In next method, we gave attention to the discourse keywords in the documents. Discourse keywords is the keywords which talks and give information about the text. After going through set of papers we came up with some Discourse keywords which are listed in Table2. So new rule is generated using the discourse term which is mentioned above. We used this words in two form first on training set then on test set. Using training documents we got those words, then we used these words in some other documents to check the effectiveness of the words.
Here, we chose one of the 69 papers as a case study example. Document [37] is a servey paper about IoT applications of RFID(Radio Frequency IDentifier). We extracted some useful sentences which can be considered as significant knowledge descriptions about the application. Some example sentences are given below with the associated discourse term as results from the system. "aimed" --"this paper is aimed at drawing a landscape of the current research on rid sensing from the perspective of iot for personal healthcare "application" --"thanks to the recent advantages in biomaterial engineering, a rich variety of tattoo-like thin surface electronic devices have been experimen-ted in the last three years "based" --"the body-centric networks investigated so far are mostly based on active devices" "bring" --"data processing and human behavior analysis the interactions between people and their habitat bring precious information on behavioral parameters concerning the activity rate during the diferent phases of the day and of the night" "useful" --"air monitoring is also useful in common spaces with the purpose to avoid the inhalation of anesthetic gases" Althought those are not whole result but only the fragments of whole content of the paper, sentences indicates condenced informations about several issues discussed in the paper. We have evaluated usefulness of extracted sentences over 10 documents out of 69 papers. In each paper, there are around 10 discourse terms, but most of them were same as before and after that the inference rules were introduced based on the network visualization in the process of extraction.
In the Fig.5 we have presented both the methods i.e. Keywords and Discourse words. So first we have extracted Keywords from both the sources and then we have used the semantic analysis on it to extract the knowledge from it. The output is in the form of graph which is easy to understand. One example of the extracted knowledge is given below which is extracted by using keyword "Pedagogy".
Fig.5 Example Visualization of Konwledge
Apart from this to check the extracted information we calculated the precision of the information. So after using this Hybrid method, which range from Information extraction to Semantics for knowledge extraction, the precision of the model was good.
VII. CONCULSION AND FUTURE WORK.
In this article, we have discussed practical sentence extraction procesure and supporting system which we intended to call knowledge extraction system. Since processed data is always stored in a form of triples, resulted dataset is always fully machine readable in every stage of cyclic extraction and cleaning of data. The system assumes human exparts support in selecting so called discourse keywords. Such characteristics is useful and practical in the situations where exparts need to aquire a certain level of knowledge in a research area such as Science and Technology Foresight activities. As we have also shown, that the above introduced or obtainted discourse words can be used in any research documents and on the basis of that words useful information can be obtainted.
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There are two directions for enhancing the system. One is to inroduce more sophisticated inference rules over sentences. Purhaps it will come with NLP technique with looking at grammatical structure of sentences. In addition to this, the system can try to extract discourse words from the extracted lines (using Keywords) rather than those words which are mentioned by us. Another direction goes toward practical utilizations. Big data analysis is currently one of the most needed technology in IT related services. The availability of software based data processing is very important aspect of reusing and deepining knowledges obtaind in a stage of processing.
